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 by star5112   

Independent Bar 

"In Tune With Orlando!"

This tri-leveled nightclub is a growing favorite among the young Orlando

crowd, with its three unique bars and two dance floors. There is one main

room comprising of a bar and a dance floor, but what makes this nightclub

stand out is its outdoor patio bar with its sidewalk cafe-like feel. There is

something for everyone at Independent Bar—choose to either experience

mad exhilaration with the contemporary music performances by local

bands amidst heavy duty light and sound systems, or relax comfortably at

the patio bar, which offers a sprawling view of downtown Orlando. Open

from Tuesday to Thursday from 10p, Friday to Saturday from 9:30p and on

Sunday from 10p.

 +1 407 839 0457  68 North Orange Avenue, Corner of Orange and

Washington Avenues, Orlando FL

 by Jen SFO-BCN   

The Milk Bar 

"District Favorite"

This small bar gets its name from the Milk District and bills itself as an art

bar, showcasing local artists on its walls. The artistic ambiance here is

very different than most bars in the area. A great selection of brews and

food choices fill the menu. Milk Bar is an excellent destination for a trendy

and upscale night on the town.

 2424 East Robinson Street, East Central Park, Orlando FL

 by Public Domain   

Redlight Redlight Beer Parlour 

"Craft Beer Haven"

This unassuming roadside bar has garnered accolades and awards over

the years for its outstanding beer selection. Leaning on the hipster side,

this trendy bar offers patrons a rotating menu of 23 craft brews on draft

and over 250 bottle choices. The friendly atmosphere welcomes beer

enthusiasts and novices alike, where samples are offered and hours are

spent relaxing and socializing on the outdoor patio.

 +1 407 893 9832  redlightredlightbeerparlour.com/  2810 Corrine Drive, Orlando FL
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